CATS CREATORS
CREATE

SHARE

STAY

WHO WE ARE?
Cats Hostels isn’t just a place to sleep. We are so
much more than that!
We’re a family of hostels with a mission: to make sure
anyone’s trip becomes an unforgettable EXPERIENCE.
CATS stands for good locations, comfortable lodging,
great value, lively atmosphere, and fun activities for
SOCIAL TRAVELERS.

WHAT IS
CATS CREATORS?
CATS CREATORS is our cultural program, where we
invite creators from around the world to come and
share their gifts with us and our guests.
We know how hard it is to find exposure and we want to
support touring musicians, aspiring chefs, or up-andcoming artists among others. You just need to be very
passionate about what you do!
We’re calling any types of creatives who want to create
freely while traveling in exchange for accommodation.

WHERE
WE ARE?

MADRID
We’re right in the city center, surrounded by
numerous low-cost entertainment options and
at walking distance to the main landmarks.
We’re also very close to the vibrant nightlife
area and many interesting restaurants and food
markets.
-

PORTO
We are 2 min. from the famous D.Luis I bridge
and Sé Cathedral, surrounded by art and history.
We’re also near the main shopping street and
nightlife area, including the many restaurants
with delicious Portuguese dishes!
-

LISBON
We’re opening in spring 2020! We’ve found a
great building, and we’re working to turn it into
the best possible hostel, with comfy rooms
and a lot of fun common areas that support a
creative and leisurely environment.

YOU CAN BE A CATS CREATOR IF YOU ARE A ....
YOGA TEACHER
Give guests a
master class
MUSICIAN/DJ
Come and play solo
or with your group

DANCE TEACHER
Let’s make strangers come
together through dance

FILMMAKER/PHOTOGRAPHER
Display your work at our
venue or be our in-house
filmmaker/photographer and
document the hostel/city
vibe for our channel

VISUAL ARTIST
Exhibit here or
prepare a workshop
for guests

MODEL
Pose for our pics and
videos at the hostel
and around the city

STAND UP COMEDIAN
A good laugh always
build new friendships
WRITER
Write great
blog content for
our blog

INSTAGRAM REPORTER
Take over our account if you
have a unique style

ARTISAN
Expose and sell
your creations

CHEF
Prepare a
workshops
or cook for
our guests

SPEAKER
We’re always keen
to host the next
TED talk star

...OR ANY OTHER THING YOU ARE GOOD AT AND WANT TO SHARE WITH THE WORLD!

WHAT DO YOU GET?
FREE ACCOMMODATION
We have private rooms and shared dorms from 4 to 14
people.
Depending on the deal we arrange, you either get a
private room or a bed in a shared dorm.
All rooms are equipped with Wi-Fi, lockers, personal
plug outlets, heating and air conditioning, etc.
The number of nights will depend on the deal we
arrange.
FREE BREAKFAST
We have a great buffet breakfast (cereals, pastries,
fruits, sandwiches, avocado, tomato, fresh homemade
cakes, etc.)
The amount of tickets for free breakfast will depend on
the deal we arrange.
SOCIAL MEDIA EXPOSURE
You’ll increase your visibility with new audiences since
our guest come from over 120 countries. Our guests
can become your followers/fans, and luckily, potential
buyers!
We’ll post about you and your work on our social
networks to promote the event in advance. Depending
on what is organized and what you agreed to, we will
also document it.

ARE YOU A
LOCAL CREATOR?
We’re open to talk with local creators who live in the
city and don’t need accommodation.
If your offer suits our hostel needs, we can find another
way to make it work!
Please note that there won’t be any monetary payment.
CATS CREATORS is a value exchange program.

WHERE WILL
YOU SHARE YOUR
CREATIONS?
Every hostel has a unique architecture and design with
different rooms distribution. Creators are welcome to
use our social common areas for their work.
Depending on the location, it can be in beautiful
courtyard, at the rooftop, in the chill-out lounge, or at
the club!

WANNA BE A CATS CREATOR?
GET IN TOUCH IF YOU HAVE FURTHER QUESTIONS. BUT DON’T OVERTHINK IT!
SEND US YOUR PROPOSAL NOW!

marketing@catshostels.com

